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Thread: Erox - Will Asians like corals?
Deja Vu - September 23, 2011, 4:40 pm

Firstly, BIG THANK YOU to Sanjay for sending out the sample bottles. They are HELLA HUGE!

I mean, if you compare it to a-hem, other "sample bottles".. Erox bottle totally awesome-d all over.

I am intending to use it on my girlfriend, as well as in school to see how well the effects hit on
people you know and people you do not know. Stay tuned!
mengster - September 23, 2011, 4:46 pm

NoooooooooOOOoooooooooo
u got it before me .................................

ohhmygod - September 23, 2011, 5:16 pm

U got it b4 me too !
mark-in-dallas - September 23, 2011, 5:53 pm

And I've had mine long enough now to have used up a bottle and turned it into a laser. And, that
included having to wait for over a week on the parts.
mengster - September 23, 2011, 5:55 pm

my fortune cookie says .........
did u know i have never had a fortune cookie before?
Beccah - September 23, 2011, 7:45 pm

lol @ Mengster.
crowdgather - September 23, 2011, 9:44 pm

Glad you received them. If the rest of you outside the US do not receive yours by next week then
please send me a PM so I can give you a tracking number.
Deja Vu - September 24, 2011, 8:31 am

Scent of the sea creatures - First test
Honestly, I wasn't expecting much from this product. I mean, it's just Androstadienone , EST and
some corals mojo.
I was so wrong.
Application: 2x Erox

Effects:
- Firstly, the scent of this is very nice! Not very masculine, not in your face "COLOGNE GUY!", top
notes subtly fruity and the bottom notes of Androtics' neroli? Pardon me I am very lousy at scents,
but it is a very pleasant scent, I love it.
- I signed myself up for a course that I hope to take up as a hobby, and interestingly, there were
quite a number of girls in my class. This is my 1st lesson so my signature is fresh to them.
- When I arrived in the class I sat in front of the class. After awhile 2 girls sat beside me. Throughout
the 2 1/2 hour lesson the girl beside me kept turning her head towards me as if wanting to say
something. Finally, at the end of the class, she just opened me and asked me something that was
taught in the class. It was a silly question, I am pretty sure she just wants to talk to me.
- So after class, we have to take attendance at the front of the room. As I walked in front slowly (in a
deliberate attempt), I notice 2 pairs of girls suddenly getting up their feet and walk up to the front of
the class in a faster than normal speed. Being the "gentleman", I let them go ahead of me, where
my true intention was to expose them to my pheromone cloud.
- As we exit the classroom, 1 of the pair who was exposed to my cloud kept looking at me when we
were going down the stairs. It was very obvious that they were looking at me because no one else
was behind me. WHAT HAPPENED TO SUBTLETY GIRLS? Hahaha, I think the scent of the sea
creatures got to them.

Conclusion:
- I am very impressed with this first try! Seems to make girls really doe-eyed and melts the barriers
to first contact.

Rattlesnake - September 24, 2011, 8:47 am

Great report!
I agree about it being powerful for such a simple formula! Really does punch above it's weight.
crowdgather - September 24, 2011, 4:33 pm

Nice review! Quite a few of you have noticed the "head turning" effects of ER303 which is great. I
am also glad that the fragrance feedback is coming back hi. The scent seems to be slightly
addictive to me because I crave it even when I am alone.
Deja Vu - September 25, 2011, 4:27 pm

Erox 2nd testing.
1 word summary: OMG (Ok it was 3 words)
Application: 2x Erox
Effects:
- After about 15 minutes after I started my work, 2 ladies kept smiling at me, 1 is nearing 60 and the

other about 40. Whenever they see me they will just SMILE like this , this lasted for 11 freaking
hours!
- Now here comes the good part (Please go and prepare some popcorns ) During my break I
decided to hop over to another place with a colleague of mine that I had just known. Mengster
brought me to this place some few weeks before where there was a cute girl working there, so me
and my colleague decided to go and take a look.
- When we arrived there, I opened her and she was very receptive, very bubbly and cute! We must
have stayed there for more than 15 minutes chatting with her.
Effects on her:
1. (Hi 5's are the best way to initiate physical contact with another girl) I did alot of Hi 5's with her
and everytime we hi 5, her palm would just stick to my palm for 3-5 seconds before we break
contact. This is a MAJOR hit.
2. Huge pupil dilation when chatting with her, body-language wise I noticed that both her feet were
pointed towards me and her palms were open when chatting with me (and my colleague aka
wingman).
3. I managed to FACEBOOK-CLOSE HER.

BUT.. here comes the complicated part. She was very hesitant to giving out her contact and it was
only after some more talking that I (almost) got her facebook. There was a major ASD
(Anti-Slut-Defense) on her when I was closing her. I attribute this failure to 3 factors..
1. 2 random guys versus 1 girl. Huge bitch shield armed and ready.
2. My colleague aka wingman SUCKS. Lol, he totally did not help in anyway during the set, in fact
he made it worse when he just blurted randomly: "Hey give us your number then Deja Vu can ask
you out for lunch" I was totally WTF, that's it.

3. At that point of time, Erox application has already been more than 5+ hours.
And the story ends in a twist..

Even though with the above mentioned factors, I still managed to (almost) get her to add me on
facebook. HOWEVER, either she knew or she forgot, her profile is set to the highest setting which is
PRIVATE and no one can add her unless she adds someone. I asked her whether she has a
smartphone and she said "Nope", in which I replied: "Let me try again". I must have tried like a
dozen times before I told her: "I can't find you on Facebook!"
To which her devastating reply..
"Too bad then"

So, we both moved on.

Conclusion:
- Despite my failure, I still think that Erox is totally awesome. It really melts first-contact barriers and
make girls all smiley and comfortable chatting with you.
- Of course, the same ol' stares and looks you get from the girls with a good attraction product.
- I am really liking Erox, I did not expect it to be so good!
In fact, I think Erox just bumped IG out and got into my Fav 5!
Updated Deja Vu's Fav 5:
1. True Love - Crazy attraction with great social effects on both guys and girls.
2. True Alpha - Intense charisma, smooth and attractive!
3. Instant Gentleman - Superstar-like respect from people exposed to it.
3. Erox - Melts first-contact barriers, incredible attraction.

4. p83 - The nitrous boost to almost any mix, adds an extra "oomph" to the mones.
5. Wingman 9 - AWESOME social, should be named Instant Mr. Popular.

dbot - September 25, 2011, 4:41 pm

Great report! I wonder what will happen when you add a shot of p83 to Erox...
Deja Vu - September 25, 2011, 4:56 pm

(09-25-2011 11:41 AM)dbot Wrote: &nbsp;Great report! I wonder what will happen when you add a
shot of p83 to Erox...
dbot! Great minds think alike man! LOL I was intending to add that line into my report, but figured I
would do more solo testing before adding anything. :pacman:
crowdgather - September 25, 2011, 8:15 pm

Thanks for the additional review and for adding Erox to your list!
mengster - September 26, 2011, 3:29 am

Hahahaha
Great stuff! No wonder u were so excited yesterday.
Sorry I was really busy if not I would have joined u
Deja Vu - September 27, 2011, 10:01 am

Mini report on Erox with 3 sprays.
Application: Erox X3
Effects:
- Was napping on the train, woke up to a schoolgirl seated opposite looking at me.
- I am very tired recently, so I try to catch up on some sleep on public transport. 2 times today I felt
my head hit the girl beside me but they didn't seem to mind.
- There might be a chance at 3 sprays it can be an OD with girl-friends you have known for some
time. They might feel: "Hmm why do I have this sort of feelings for Deja Vu?" Thus they might try to
block off any reactions and not initiate chats with you, although when you chat with them they will
still respond with great enthusiasm.
Gslinger - September 27, 2011, 9:54 pm

Meng, let's jack his bottle. Haha
mengster - September 28, 2011, 5:20 am

I tried, man ... but he was too clever! he left his work post and only told me after i got there!!!
Deja Vu - October 6, 2011, 4:44 pm

Will type out a full report later, just wanted to note down some hits.
- Got another girl-friend of mine to rest her head on my shoulders

- Cashier at convenience store commented on how nice my hair looked, even though she have
probably seen me for quite a few times
Deja Vu - October 11, 2011, 2:33 pm

Have been testing Erox quite exclusively for the past couple of weeks. This seems weird, but it
seems like you can OD on this product!
At 4 sprays and up, it seems like girl-friends around you start to get weird-ed out and will not
respond to you favourably. They will talk among themselves instead of including you into the
conversation, and it is very hard to weave yourself into their conversations.
This is not typical "ghosting" effects where you feel you are invisible, this is more of a people know
you are there, but they purposely ignore you. It seems like they want to deny something. Even
random girls on the street will tend to stay away from you when I wear more than 4 sprays, more
specifically I got this effect when I wore 5 sprays.
At 1-2 sprays however, the girls on the street will gravitate towards you. Girl-friends around you
tend to be very relaxed, comfortable around you. They will just rest their head on your shoulders
suddenly, they hold your hands while walking and slap you playfully on your arms. Definitely more of
a "friend-zone" kinda effects although the introduction of a more alpha mix during later stages will
generate interest in you.
I have to state I generally need very little dosages to get maximum effects, and Erox seems like a
really powerful product that anything more than 4 sprays tend to make asian girls feel like you are
strange.. in a good and bad way, but in order to stay safe they will keep a safe distance away from
you.
I'm going to start testing Erox with other products in order to find an effective combo that negates
this "friend-zoned/YOU'RE MY SISTER" effects.
Edited to add: Subtlety is the key to the asian girls
Rattlesnake - October 11, 2011, 2:48 pm

Interesting effects Deja, not been around asian girls when I tested Erox in higher doses. I wonder
what the psychological reasons could be for them to act that way.
idontknow - October 11, 2011, 4:06 pm

I used around 10-20 sprays of Erox in one evening. I was with a Hungarian girl, that night. I'd say i
peaked around 5-15 sprays sprays within one-two hours. There really was no overdose, except the
girl seemed to get really confident. Not much attraction from other girls, but also no
ghosting/exclusion. I guess they didn't attribute me to the Erox phero-sig. Or weren't with me long
enough. Or i was too drunk, to get them attracted
I feel like Erox is OD-safe, at least for non-Asians.
Curiosity - October 28, 2011, 5:00 am

I'm new to the site but I have seen this Erox name quite a few times lately, are they still doing the
sample testing?
halo0073 - October 28, 2011, 1:39 pm

(10-28-2011 12:00 AM)Curiosity Wrote: &nbsp;I'm new to the site but I have seen this Erox name
quite a few times lately, are they still doing the sample testing?
You can post on the Erox thread in the review section I believe. But I think the official sample times
are over.

Deja Vu - October 29, 2011, 6:55 pm

I know I said I would be back on Dec 1, but this report is fresh from my Halloween party! Short and
quick one, I have experimented with a few ratios of TA and Erox, and for the party today I went with
2x TA, 3x Erox.
Tons of IOIs from the ladies! Eye contact from them were just insane! I wasn't really dressed up, I
just drew eyeliner and went with a plain black shirt and a pair of white, slim fit jeans. Nothing over
the top, but I got the most eye contact!
Normally for this kinda parties people tend to congregate within their own cliques from their class
the entire night, but I had so much eye contact from the vamps, the witches, the "Sadakos".. I
counted 5 girls smiling at me when I was near them.
Couldn't make my moves though, went with my uni friends and I do not want to be seen as a
"player", it gets you really bad reputation in Asian uni. I loved the attention!
Please try this combo out for your Halloween, I know you peeps in the other continent are just
preparing for your Halloween weekend! 2x TA + 3x Erox!
Strawberry_Milk - November 22, 2011, 4:19 am

(10-29-2011 1:55 PM)Deja Vu Wrote: &nbsp;I know I said I would be back on Dec 1, but this report
is fresh from my Halloween party! Short and quick one, I have experimented with a few ratios of TA
and Erox, and for the party today I went with 2x TA, 3x Erox.
Tons of IOIs from the ladies! Eye contact from them were just insane! I wasn't really dressed up, I
just drew eyeliner and went with a plain black shirt and a pair of white, slim fit jeans. Nothing over
the top, but I got the most eye contact!
Normally for this kinda parties people tend to congregate within their own cliques from their class
the entire night, but I had so much eye contact from the vamps, the witches, the "Sadakos".. I
counted 5 girls smiling at me when I was near them.
Couldn't make my moves though, went with my uni friends and I do not want to be seen as a
"player", it gets you really bad reputation in Asian uni. I loved the attention!
Please try this combo out for your Halloween, I know you peeps in the other continent are just
preparing for your Halloween weekend! 2x TA + 3x Erox!
Deja I envy you dude! You always seem to get great results with every mone that you use! lol

